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The question frequently arises in discussions: “But if you got an anarchist state of society
tomorrow, how would you maintain it? And even if it did continue for a certain time, would not,
afterwards, when the first force of revolutionary sentiment and vigilance had spent itself, the old
abuses gradually and insidiously come to re-establish themselves, as they came to be established
in the first instance?” The question is worth answering, especially the latter portion of it.
The only way in which a state of Anarchy can be obtained is for each man who is oppressed to
act as if he were at liberty, in defiance of all authority to the contrary, and evading or overcoming
by force all force by which he is opposed or pursued. The liberty of each is created by his taking
it. We are commanded to be bound to a certain course; we are forbidden to do certain things; but
we can each take the liberty of pleasing ourselves, and of helping others to please themselves
in accordance with our ideas of what is proper. We shall thereupon be met by force, and our
opponents will seek to deprive us of our physical liberty by which we have rebelled, but we can
take the liberty of pitting our own force against theirs. The Revolution is a question of ideas
to be acted upon, and of force to enable us to act upon them. Given the will ― the ideas ―
and given also the physical supremacy, and the Revolution is an accomplished fact, whether in a
single household or workshop, or all over the world. In practical fact, territorial will enable every
person within the revolutionised territory to act in perfect freedom, if he chooses, without having
to constantly dread the prevention or the vengeance of an opposing power upholding the former
system. Our Revolution differs from any precognised by the political parties in that it is not a
result officially declared after the quelling of the troops officially opposing, but a fact consisting
of the aggregate of individual victories over the resistance of every individual who has stood in
the way of Liberty. Under these circumstances it is obvious that any visible reprisal could and
would be met by a resumption of the same revolutionary action on the part of the individuals or
groups affected, and the maintenance of a state of Anarchy in this manner would be far easier
than the gaining of a state of Anarchy by the same methods and in the face of hitherto unshaken
organised opposition.
We are therefore only called upon to discuss in detail that part of the subject which deals with
the gradual and temporarily imperceptible regeneration of the old evils.

As a preliminary reply, let us say that these evils must eventually become perceptible to those
affected by them, who cannot fail to become aware that in such or such a quarter they are excluded from the liberty they enjoy elsewhere, that such or such a person is drawing from society
all that he can, and monopolising from others as much as possible. They have it in their power to
apply a prompt check by boycotting such a person and refusing to help him with their labour or
to willingly supply him with any articles in their possession. They have it in their power to exert
pressure upon him to obtain his services. They have it in their power to use force against him.
They have these powers individually as well as collectively. Being either past rebels who have
been inspired with the spirit of liberty, or else habituated to enjoy freedom from their infancy,
they are hardly likely to rest passive in view of what they feel to be a wrong. The case would
resolve itself into one similar to that already considered concerning the immediate maintaining
of Anarchy. And at the worst, it can hardly be supposed that the abuse would grow to be a general system like that which exists at present, without having already provoked a severe struggle.
In view of the education of the people, the facilities for communication, it would be wonderful
if matters went half so far. The establishment of the existing system was due to causes which
would be no longer operative.
The primitive communism was veiled in dense ignorance, and whilst the direct sources of supply
were more numerous in proportion to the population than now, they were also not only less
productive, in the absence of the means which later science has brought forth, but less easily
taken advantage of than those of the present time. The natural condition was communistic, but it
occurred to the minds of some, eventually, to refuse the reciprocal use of their resources to others
(except in the presence of force, when hospitality was surrounded with ceremony), whilst by no
means relinquishing their claim to entertainment at the hands of the rest, and even enforcing the
surrender to them of all that they demanded without reference to the needs of those upon whom
they claimed.
As a measure of protection against this aggression, tribal property was instituted, being the
natural reaction, and through that came militancy. The military system developed that of chieftainship, and from chieftainship sprang on the one hand the State, and on the other private property. From these was developed on the one hand feudalism, and on the other profit-making; then
in turn were generated, on the side of feudalism landlordism, and on the side of profit-making
mercantilism, followed by industrialism, and all these became merged and unified in modern
downright capitalism. The State in the meanwhile modified its character, and was successively
an engine for stealing wealth by commanding the military, by land-owning (feudal supremacy),
by commercial speculation, by industrial exploitation, and more recently by humbugging the
masses of the people. It has never been anything else but a machine for robbery, except a machine for, in addition, arbitrary suppression of free thought, speech and action.
The old instinct of Communism had not been sufficiently eradicated by the tradition of property for people to conceive that they were doing any wrong by forcibly appropriating the possessions of another tribe, but it was weakened enough to prevent them from having a due and natural regard for other people in the aggregate, although individual strangers were still treated with
hospitality. The occasion of this was that the few aggressive tribes, secluded from the rest, could
plot and send out their predatory bands at leisure to attack the others without being expected,
and, depriving the non-aggressive tribes very often of all the accumulated means of subsistence,
would force them to regard with suspicion and jealousy those who were not of themselves; and
those would have the best opportunity to survive who were selfish and hoarded away what they
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could save from the ruin, or what they acquired afterwards from their companions in misfortune,
or guarded their hoards by strongholds; and of the rest, those who attached themselves to the
neighbourhood of the strongholds and thus drank in some of the nature and traditions of the
fortifiers (for those who were the most selfish, jealous, and suspicious were naturally the first
to erect these fortifications), had a better chance to survive in the aggregate than those who did
not.
It was easy, therefore, to persuade the people to join with the primitive robbers for the sake
of booty; today, how small a percentage could be tempted by the hope of direct violent plunder,
even where there is no dread of punishment and little fear of being successfully opposed ― for
instance, in Africa, which is even more accessible from the other continents now than a spot a
few score miles away was in the days of our progenitors! For one thing, the idea of plunder is
now repugnant to the public mind; again, the difficulties in the way, though far less than what
our forefathers had to encounter in their thieving expeditions, are repellent, both because of the
greater ease with which all but the most oppressed can obtain a bare sufficiency for the ordinary
needs of life, and by reason of a change in the physical culture and constitution of the people
generally.
The conditions are, therefore, so different now that it is practically impossible to rationally
conceive of a repetition of the developments which have led to the existing condition of society.
If any evils do spring up, to become in time a tyrannical system, their nature must be wholly
distinct from anything that we can at present conceive of. The comparatively dense population
of the earth, almost world-wide communication as a matter of habitual occurrence everywhere,
are in themselves apparently insuperable obstacles to the process by which property and rule
came previously into existence.
Furthermore, we have it for an acquired fact that the inspiration of Liberty causes not only, like
every other common cause, a development of fraternity and solidarity amongst its adherents, but
a modification of the mental inclinations, so that every true Anarchist feels it against his own
nature to knowingly oppress any other person or interfere with anyone’s freedom of action;
and it is, generally speaking, quite as impossible for him to do so as for a young man to avoid
being attracted by the opposite sex, or for a mother to delight in torturing her child. We have
every reason to believe that this impulse, awakened with a greater intensity than the crudely
selfish ones mentioned as having arisen in the course of evolution, will be transmitted, like them,
by heredity ― quite as readily and to a greater extent ― and, being beneficial, will be more
persistent than they have been.
We see no reason, therefore, to suspect that either the old state of things or any other that is
similarly injurious will arise when once the institutions that now oppress humanity are made
a clean sweep of, but, on the contrary we see reason to believe that the accomplishment of the
Revolution will mark the dawn of a new epoch in human progress. Even if it were not so, the
benefit of those who succeed in gaining the victory for freedom, and of some generations after
them, would be worth striving for. We cannot by ordinance regulate the condition of posterity;
our descendants must see to that for themselves. But if we each determine to ourselves be free and
win our own freedom, history and science hint to us that we need in no wise lack the additional
incentive that we are thereby building up freedom and welfare for those who shall follow us.
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